Abstract We investigate cellular automata as acceptors for formal languages. In particular, we consider real-time one-way cellular automata (OCA) with the additional property that during a computation any cell of the OCA has the ability to dissolve itself, so-called shrinking one-way cellular automata (SOCA). It turns out that real-time SOCA are more powerful than real-time OCA, since they can accept certain linear-time OCA languages. On the other hand, linear-time OCA are more powerful than real-time SOCA, which is witnessed even by a unary language. Additionally, a construction is provided that enables realtime SOCA to accept the reversal of real-time iterative array languages. Finally, restricted real-time SOCA are investigated. We distinguish two limitations for the dissolving of cells. One restriction is to bound the total number of cells that are allowed to dissolve by some function. In this case, an infinite strict hierarchy of language classes is obtained. The second restriction is inspired by an approach to limit the amount of nondeterminism in OCA. Compared with the first restriction, the total number of cells that may dissolve is still unbounded, but the number of time steps at which a cell may dissolve is bounded. The possibility to dissolve is allowed only in the first k time steps, where k ! 0 is some constant. For this mode of operation an infinite, tight, and strict hierarchy of language classes is obtained as well.
Introduction
Devices of homogeneous, interconnected, parallel acting automata have widely been investigated from a computational capacity point of view. In particular, many results are known about cellular automata (see, for example, the surveys Kutrib 2008 Kutrib , 2009 ) which are linear arrays of identical copies of deterministic finite automata, where the single nodes, which are sometimes called cells, are homogeneously connected to their both immediate neighbors. Additionally, they work synchronously at discrete time steps. The computational power of cellular automata (CA) can be measured by their ability to accept formal languages. Initially, each word is written symbolwise into the cells. Then, the transition function is synchronously applied to each cell at discrete time steps, and the input is accepted if there is a time step at which the leftmost cell enters an accepting state. The in a way simplest model of CA is that of real-time one-way cellular automata (OCA) (Dyer 1980) . In this model, every cell is connected with its right neighbor only which restricts the flow of information from right to left. Additionally, the available time to accept an input is restricted to the length of the input. The class of languages accepted by real-time OCA is properly included both in the class of languages accepted by real-time CA and by linear-time OCA. Furthermore, it is incomparable with the class of context-free languages. More results on real-time OCA such as, for example, closure properties and decidability questions and references to the literature may be found in Kutrib (2008 Kutrib ( , 2009 .
The first notions of cellular automata date back to von Neumann (1966) whose work was biologically motivated by the goal to design a self-replicating machine. While the birth of new cells and the death of existing cells are natural processes in biology, these features are only rarely reflected, at least to our knowledge and in connection with formal language recognition, in the existing literature. In Rosenfeld et al. (1983) so-called shrinking one-way cellular automata (SOCA) are introduced, where the transition function is extended so that each cell has the ability to dissolve itself. Dissolving of a cell means that the cell itself and all information stored in the cell is deleted. Moreover, the cell to the left of a dissolved cell is directly connected with the right neighbor of the dissolved cell. In this way, the number of cells available is shrinking. Nevertheless, real-time is still defined by the initial length of the input and the input is accepted whenever the leftmost cell at some computation step enters an accepting state. A related concept is that of fault tolerant CA (see, for example, Harao and Noguchi 1975; Kutrib and Löwe 2003; Nishio and Kobuchi 1975; Umeo 2004) . These are CA where cells may become defective, that is, they cannot process the information from its neighbors any longer, but only can forward the unchanged information to its neighbors. Hence, defective cells can no longer take part in the computation, but they are still existing.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we provide a formal definition of SOCA and an illustrating example. Moreover, real-time SOCA are compared to conventional real-time OCA. To this end, a technique is developed how to embed languages. It turns out that such embeddings of languages are still acceptable by conventional OCA as long as the unembedded language is accepted in time n þ rðnÞ, where r is some sublinear function. If the unembedded language is accepted in time 2n, but not in real time, then it is shown that the embedded language is accepted by a realtime SOCA, but not by any real-time OCA. Moreover, it is shown that the family of languages accepted by real-time SOCA is still included in the family of languages accepted by linear-time OCA. By a unary witness language, this inclusion is proved to be proper. In Sect. 3 we investigate an interesting relation of real-time SOCA to real-time iterative arrays (IA) which are similar to real-time CA, but process their input sequentially. It is known due to Cole (1969) that the language classes induced by real-time IA and real-time OCA are incomparable. Here, we obtain that real-time IA are very close to real-time SOCA. It is shown that for every language L accepted by a real-time IA, a realtime SOCA can effectively be constructed which accepts all words of even or odd length from the reversal L R of L with possibly one additional alphabet symbol on the left. If a new symbol $ is provided that heads the input, then $L R is accepted by a real-time SOCA. In Sects. 4 and 5 restricted real-time SOCA are investigated. We distinguish two limitations for the dissolving of cells. One restriction is to bound the total number of cells that are allowed to dissolve by some function. We study the relation between the dissolving of cells and additional time. It turns out that real-time SOCA where the number of dissolved cells in accepting computations is bounded by some function r depending on the length of the input, can be simulated by conventional OCA which work in time n þ rðnÞ. This enables us to utilize results known for the time hierarchy between real-time and linear-time OCA and to obtain an infinite hierarchy with regard to the number of dissolved cells. The second restriction is inspired by an approach to limit the amount of nondeterminism in OCA. Compared with the first restriction, the total number of cells that may dissolve is still unbounded, but the number of time steps at which a cell may dissolve is bounded. The possibility to dissolve is allowed only in the first k time steps, where k ! 0 is some constant. For this mode of operation an infinite, tight, and strict hierarchy of language classes is obtained as well.
Preliminaries and definitions
We denote the set of non-negative integers by N and the set of positive real numbers by R þ . Let A denote a finite set of letters. Then we write A Ã for the set of all finite words (strings) built with letters from A. The empty word is denoted by k, the reversal of a word w by w R , and for the length of w we write |w|. For the number of occurrences of a subword x in w we use the notation jwj x . A subset of A Ã is called a language over A. We use for set inclusion and & for strict set inclusion. For a set S and a symbol a we write S a as an abbreviation for S [ fag. We use complexity functions f : N ! R þ tacitly assuming that the range are integers by setting f 0 ðnÞ ¼ df ðnÞe and denote f 0 also by f. Now, the i-fold composition of a function f : N ! N is denoted by f ½i , i ! 1. Function f is said to be increasing if m\n implies f ðmÞ f ðnÞ. The inverse of an increasing and unbounded function f : N ! N is defined as f À1 ðnÞ ¼ minf m 2 N j f ðmÞ ! n g. The notation f ðOðnÞÞ Oðf ðnÞÞ means 8 c ! 1 : 9 n 0 ; c 0 ! 1 : 8 n ! n 0 : f ðc Á nÞ c 0 Á f ðnÞ:
In order to avoid technical overloading in writing, two languages L and L 0 are considered to be equal, if they differ at most by the empty word, that is, L n fkg ¼ L 0 n fkg. Throughout the article two devices are said to be equivalent if and only if the languages they accept are equal.
One-way (shrinking) cellular automata
A one-way cellular automaton is a linear array of identical deterministic finite state machines, called cells. Except for the rightmost cell each one is connected to its nearest neighbor to the right. The state transition depends on the current state of a cell itself and the current state of its neighbor, where the rightmost cell receives a boundary symbol on its free input line. The state changes take place simultaneously at discrete time steps. A one-way cellular automaton is said to be shrinking if the cells may dissolve themselves. If a cell dissolves itself the next cell to its left is connected to the next cell to its right. The input mode for cellular automata is called parallel. One can suppose that all cells fetch their input symbol during a pre-initial step.
Definition 1 A shrinking one-way cellular automaton ðSOCA; for shortÞ is a system M ¼ hS; F; A; #; di, where S is the finite, nonempty set of cell states, F S is the set of accepting states, A S is the nonempty set of input symbols, # 6 2 S is the permanent boundary symbol, and d :
A configuration c t of M at time t ! 0 is a string of the form S Ã #, that reflects the cell states from left to right. The computation starts at time 0 in a so-called initial configuration, which is defined by the input w ¼ a 1 a 2 Á Á Á a n 2 A þ . We set c 0 ¼ a 1 a 2 Á Á Á a n # (Fig. 1) . Successor configurations are computed according to the global transition function D. Let c t ¼ x 1 x 2 Á Á Á x m #, t ! 0, m ! 1, x i 2 S for 1 i m, be a configuration, then its successor c tþ1 ¼ y 1 y 2 Á Á Á y m # is defined as follows: An input w is accepted by an SOCA M if at some time step during the course of its computation the leftmost cell enters an accepting state, that is, the leftmost symbol of the configuration is an accepting state. The language accepted by M is denoted by L(M). Let t : N ! N be a mapping. If all w 2 LðMÞ are accepted with at most t(|w|) time steps, then M is said to be of time complexity t. Since in general SOCA do not halt, this implies also that all w 6 2 LðMÞ are not accepted, that is, rejected at time t(|w|).
In general, the family of languages accepted by some device X with time complexity t is denoted by L t ðXÞ. The index is omitted for arbitrary time. Actually, arbitrary time is exponential time due to the space bound. If t is the identity function n, acceptance is said to be in real time and we write L rt ðXÞ. The linear-time languages L lt ðXÞ are defined according to L lt ðXÞ ¼
Example 2 The language L ¼ f $w j w 2 fa; bg Ã and jwj a ¼ jwj b g is accepted by a real-time SOCA.
The basic idea to accept language L is that every cell x with x 2 fa; bg having the border cell as right neighbor sends a signal to the left that eventually dissolves a cell y with y 2 fa; bg and y 6 ¼ x. Subsequently, this cell dissolves itself in the following step. Meanwhile the signal is forwarded to the left by cells carrying the same input symbol x. Thus, the transition function d of an SOCA accepting L may be sketched as follows with x 2 fa; bg. We set dðx; #Þ ¼ dðx 0 ; #Þ ¼ x, dðx; #Þ ¼ dissolve, and dðx; xÞ ¼ dðx;
If an x-signal reaches a cell carrying an input symbol y 2 fa; bg with y 6 ¼ x, the cell dissolves itself as well. We set dðy; xÞ ¼ dðy; x 0 Þ ¼ dissolve. If the input belongs to L, then all cells carrying a's and b's have been dissolved up to the next to last computation step. Thus, the only $ cell has the border symbol as right neighbor and can enter an accepting state acc. If the only $ cell sees a state x 0 or x to its right, it enters a permanent non-accepting state rej that prevents the cell from accepting in subsequent time steps. If the input contains no symbol $ at all, then the automaton can never enter an accepting state. If the input contains more than one $, there is a cell having a $-cell as right neighbor. This cell sends a signal to the left that prevents all cells passed through from dissolving and accepting.
To show that the SOCA works in real time, notice that in every second computation step the cell next to the border cell is dissolved. Furthermore, such a cell initiates a signal to the left that will dissolve another cell somewhere to the left. So, at some time step 2i there are i cells dissolved next to the border cell and i signals for dissolving a cell are sent. In particular, for an input word $w with w 2 L, we have |w| is even and at time 2 jwj 2 exactly jwj 2 cells have been dissolved next to the border cell and exactly jwj 2 cells have been dissolved somewhere to the left. So, only the $-cell at the left border remains which accepts in the next, that is, ðjwj þ 1Þst step, hence, in real time. Two example computations can be found in Fig. 2 .
a 2 a 3 a n # It is worth mentioning that it is still an open problem whether or not the deterministic context-free language L of Example 2 can be accepted by a real-time OCA.
Does shrinking really help?
It is well known that the family of real-time OCA languages is a proper subfamily of the linear-time OCA languages (Kutrib 2009 ). This section is devoted to comparing the power of real-time shrinking one-way cellular automata to the power of classical real-time OCA and linear-time OCA. It turns out that real-time OCA are strictly less and linear-time OCA are strictly more powerful than real-time SOCA.
Let L A Ã be a language and $ 6 2 A be a letter. The embedding of a $ after every symbol from A is given by the homomorphism emb :
, where embðaÞ ¼ a$ for a 2 A. Next we show that this embedding does not help OCA. We consider time complexities from real time to linear time of the form n þ rðnÞ, where r : N ! N is a linear or sublinear function. In order to avoid functions with strange behavior, we require the weak properties that r is increasing and satisfies rðOðnÞÞ OðrðnÞÞ. Recall that the latter means 8 c ! 1 : 9 n 0 ; c 0 ! 1 : 8 n ! n 0 : rðc Á nÞ c 0 Á rðnÞ:
It can easily be verified that many of the commonly considered linear and sublinear time complexity functions have this property.
Lemma 3 Let r : N ! N be an increasing function so that rðOðnÞÞ OðrðnÞÞ: A language L A Ã belongs to the family L nþrðnÞ ðOCAÞ if and only if f$; kg embðLÞ belongs to L nþrðnÞ ðOCAÞ: in all other cases d 0 does not change the current state of a cell.
In order to simulate M on inputs from $ embðLÞ the same construction works since w 2 embðLÞ is accepted by M if and only if $w 2 $ embðLÞ is accepted by M.
Let w be some word in L. So, M may use 2jwj þ rð2jwjÞ time steps to accept embðwÞ. In order to complete the simulation on input w, the OCA M 0 takes at most jwj þ 1 2 rð2jwjÞ steps. Since rðOðnÞÞ OðrðnÞÞ, there is a constant c 0 ! 1 so that c 0 Á rðjwjÞ ! rð2jwjÞ. Therefore, M 0 takes at most jwj þ c 0 2 Á rðjwjÞ steps. Strong speed-up theorems for several devices are obtained in , Ibarra and Palis (1985) . In particular, it is possible to speed up the time beyond real time linearly. Here we choose a speed-up constant 2 c 0 and apply this technique to M 0 . The resulting OCA obeys the time complexity n þ rðnÞ and accepts L.
For the converse simulation, now let M be an n þ rðnÞ-time OCA accepting L A Ã . First, M is sped up to n þ 1 2 rðnÞ time. The further construction idea for an OCA M 0 that accepts f$; kg embðLÞ in n þ rðnÞ time is as follows.
In the first step a signal is sent from the right border to the left. It checks the correct format of the input. If the format is incorrect the left border cell is prevented from accepting. So we safely may assume the format to be correct. All cells remember whether their input symbol is a $ or a symbol from A. Now, in each other time step an A-cell does nothing, while a $-cell copies the current state of its right neighbor as part of its own state. In the following step, a $-cells does nothing, while an A-cell simulates one transition of M. Fig. 2 The computation on the left accepts the input $abbabbaa and the computation on the right rejects the input $bbaaaa. Cells to be dissolved in the next time step are depicted with background Let w be some word in L. So, M may use jwj þ 1 2 rðjwjÞ time steps to accept w. In order to complete the simulation on input f$; kg embðwÞ, the OCA M 0 takes at most 2jwj þ rðjwjÞ respectively 2jwj þ rðjwjÞ þ 1 steps. Since jembðwÞj ¼ 2jwj, j$embðwÞj ¼ 2jwj þ 1, and r is increasing, this is less than 2jwj þ rð2jwjÞ respectively 2ðjwj þ 1Þ þ rð2ðjwj þ 1ÞÞ and M 0 obeys the time complexity n þ rðnÞ. h
On the other hand, the embedding together with the possibility of cells to dissolve themselves strengthens the power of real-time OCA significantly. As mentioned before, the proper inclusion L rt ðOCAÞ & L lt ðOCAÞ is known.
Lemma 4 Let L 2 L lt ðOCAÞ. Then f$; kg embðLÞ belongs to L rt ðSOCAÞ:
Proof As in the proof of Lemma 3, we utilize the speedup techniques obtained in , Ibarra and Palis (1985) . So, we safely may assume that for any lineartime OCA language there exists a ðmaxf2n À 2; 2gÞ-time
Let L 2 L lt ðOCAÞ. A real-time SOCA M 0 accepting f$; kg embðLÞ works as follows. During the first transition every cell checks whether its right neighbor carries a correct input symbol. That is, a cell with input symbol belonging to the alphabet of L must have a $ neighbor and vice versa (except for the rightmost cell). If the input format is incorrect a failure signal is sent to the left that prevents all cells passed through from dissolving and accepting. During the second transition all cells with $ input dissolve themselves, while the others remain in their states. Finally, the OCA M is simulated on the remaining cells. On input of length n ! 3 at least every other cell is dissolved during the first two time steps. Then the simulation of M takes at most 2 n 2 À 2 time steps. Moreover, no input of length 1 is accepted in this way. In order to treat the case n ¼ 2 the rightmost cell initially sends a signal that moves at most two cells to the left. It causes the second cell to accept at time step 2 if the input belongs to the OCA language. Altogether the SOCA M 0 works in at most n time steps, that is, in real time.
h Lemmas 3 and 4 have shown the next theorem.
Theorem 5 Let L be a language from L lt ðOCAÞn L rt ðOCAÞ: Then f$; kg embðLÞ belongs to L rt ðSOCAÞ but does not belong to L rt ðOCAÞ: In particular, the family L rt ðOCAÞ is properly included in L rt ðSOCAÞ:
The next question is whether real-time SOCA capture all languages accepted by linear-time OCA. We will answer it negatively. First the inclusion is shown, then its properness.
Lemma 6 The family L rt ðSOCAÞ is included in L lt ðOCAÞ:
Proof Let M be a real-time SOCA. The principal approach for the construction of an equivalent linear-time OCA M 0 is to simulate the dissolving of a cell in M by an additional time step in M 0 . To this end, M 0 simulates M, but instead of dissolving some cell i at some time step, M 0 enters a special state in cell i which marks cell i as 'dissolved in M 0 and ensures that cell i continues to work only as a shifting cell, that is, any information from the right neighboring cell is shifted to the left. To keep the computation synchronized the computations in all remaining cells to the left of cell i are frozen for one time step so that all necessary information can be shifted through the 'dissolved cell'. To enable this, cell i sends a freezing signal to the left with maximum speed which forces each cell to keep its current state for one time step. Since every cell can dissolve itself at most once and every cell cannot dissolve itself when its right neighbor carries a freezing signal, it is clear that the number of transmitted freezing signals per cell is at most one at every time step. Thus, the handling of freezing signals can be managed with the finite state set of M 0 . An example computation can be found in Fig. 3 . Finally, we observe that M 0 works in linear time, since the overall delay of M 0 is at most n on an input of length n. h
Theorem 7
The family L rt ðSOCAÞ is properly included in L lt ðOCAÞ.
Proof Lemma 6 provides the inclusion. So, it remains to be shown that the inclusion is proper. To this end, the unary witness language
It is known that f a 2 n j n ! 1 g is accepted by an OCA with time complexity n þ logðnÞ (Kutrib 2008) . Since f a 2nÀ1 j n ! 1 g is regular, it belongs to L rt ðOCAÞ. The family of linear-time OCA languages is closed under union. So, we conclude that L belongs to L lt ðOCAÞ.
We will show by contradiction that L cannot be accepted by any real-time SOCA. Assume in contrast to the assertion that L is accepted by a real-time SOCA M ¼ hS; F; fag; #; di. It will turn out that only a constant number of cells can dissolve themselves early enough to affect the overall computation result.
We consider the input a m , for some m large enough. A first observation is that due to the unary input all cells which did not receive a signal from the right border are in the same state. So, their behavior will eventually be cyclic. More precisely, for some l ! 0 let dða; aÞ ¼ s 1 , dðs 1 ; s 1 Þ ¼ Since m is large enough we may assume that there is a factor of length jSj 2 þ 1 in the input such that none of its cells are initially on a position from right which is a power of two. Next we analyze the behavior of such a cell in some cycle state p i when a signal from the right border has reached its neighbor cell. That is, we consider the left part of configurations which is of the form p ' i q, for some cycle state p i , 1 i k, and a state q 2 S. The cell carrying q is initially on position x ¼ m À ' from right. If x is odd, the cell has to accept since a x belongs to L. Now, if dðp i ; qÞ ¼ dissolve then on input a xþ1 the overall computation result is determined by the acceptance of the cell carrying q. But x þ 1 is even and not a power of two and, thus, input a xþ1 must not be accepted. If x is even the cell carrying q must not accept. Similarly as before, if dðp i ; qÞ ¼ dissolve then on input a xþ1 the overall computation result is determined by the non-acceptance of the cell carrying q. But x þ 1 is odd and input a xþ1 has to be accepted. This implies dðp i ; qÞ 6 ¼ dissolve in both cases.
In particular, we derive that the behavior of the signal from the right border becomes cyclic as well, where the cycle length is at most jSj 2 . Since once the signal is cyclic it remains cyclic, none of the cells to the left of the factor is dissolving at the time when it receives the signal. On the other hand, when a cell dissolves itself after that time it cannot affect the overall computation result anymore.
Since only a constant number r of cells can dissolve before the signal becomes cyclic, at most r cells can dissolve early enough to affect the overall computation result. So, the computation of M can be simulated by some OCA M 0 working in time jwj þ r on input w. Utilizing the speed-up techniques obtained in , Ibarra and Palis (1985) we obtain a real-time OCA accepting L. This is a contradiction, since real-time OCA accept only regular unary languages (Seidel 1979 (Fig. 4) .
The notions of configurations are a straightforward adaption from OCA. An input is accepted if at some time step during the course of its computation the communication cell enters an accepting state. Acceptance is said to be in real time if all w in the accepted language are accepted within at most jwj þ 1 time steps.
The next result reveals an interesting relation between real-time IA and SOCA. The proof shows a basic construction that will later be modified for further relations. Proof Given a language L accepted by some IA M in real time, the claimed real-time SOCA M 0 is constructed in several steps.
The first step is to embed the computation of M into a one-way device M 0 . To overcome the problem to simulate two-way information flow by one-way information flow, the cells of M 0 collect the information necessary to simulate one transition of M in an intermediate step. So, the first step of M is simulated in the second step of M 0 and so on. Moreover, the configuration moves with speed 1/2 to the left. The behavior is depicted in Fig. 5 , where for this step it is assumed that the input is available where it is consumed. Note that M 0 processes the reversal of the input given to M.
The second step is to speed up the computation of M 0 . Assume that in every computation step two input symbols are fed to M 0 . Since all cells of an IA are initially in the same, that is, quiescent state, the computation can be set up such that each cell simulates two cells of M. Hence, this together with the compressed input allows some OCA M 00 to simulate two steps of M 0 at once at every time step. The third step is to construct the desired real-time SOCA M 000 . Based on M 00 we first explain how cells dissolve themselves. This happens at every other time step beginning at time step two. More precisely, all cells maintain an internal counter modulo two. So, they can detect even time steps. At these time steps, precisely the cell which carries two input symbols and whose right neighbor simulates a state of M dissolves itself. Since the simulated configuration flows to the left with speed 1/2 and at every other time step one cell dissolves itself, the cell simulating the communication cell of M arrives at the leftmost cell at real time as desired (see Fig. 6 ). The SOCA M 000 simulates the given IA M on even length inputs. When the input has an odd length, the actual leftmost cell dissolves itself without having entered an accepting state before. So, its right neighbor determines whether the entire input is accepted or rejected.
It remains to be shown how the input is provided as requested. To this end, it is sufficient that during the first transition each cell copies the state of its right neighbor, that is its input, as part of its own state. However, the last step of M depends on the end-of-input symbol. So far, M 000 does not simulate this last step of M. Therefore, the construction has slightly to be extended. Whenever, a cell of M 000 storing input symbols changes to a state that simulates states of M, it simulates one more transition of M under the assumption that the cell has received the last input symbols and, thus, is the leftmost one. The result is stored in an extra register. Finally, a state is accepting if this extra register contains an accepting state of M. The transition that fills the extra register of the real leftmost cell corresponds to the missing last transition of M. h
The proof of Theorem 9 can be modified to accept inputs of odd length instead of even length in a straightforward way. Example 11 Basically, a function f : N ! N is said to be IA-constructible if there is an IA which indicates by states of the communication cell the time steps f(n), for n ! 1. For details and further results on IA-constructibility we refer to Buchholz and Kutrib (1997) , Fischer (1965) , Mazoyer and Terrier (1999) . The family of such functions is rich. For example, the functions f ðnÞ ¼ 2 n and f ðnÞ ¼ p n , where p n is the nth prime number, are IA-constructible. Therefore, the non-semilinear unary languages f a 2 n j n ! 1 g and f a p n j n ! 2 g belong to the family L rt ðIAÞ. By Theorems 9 and 10 their non-semilinear modifications fk; agf a 2 n j n ! 1 g and fk; agf a p n j n ! 2 g are accepted by SOCA in real time as well. On the other hand, real-time OCA accept only regular, that is, semilinear unary languages (Seidel 1979) .
A further relation between real-time IA and SOCA has been foreshadowed by Example 2. The words of the language of the example have the property that the leftmost cell can identify itself. Clearly this is realized by concatenating a fixed new symbol to the left. In general, we have the following result.
Theorem 12 Let L A
Ã be a language from L rt ðIAÞ and
Proof Let L 2 L rt ðIAÞ. A real-time SOCA M 0 accepting $L checks during the first transition whether there is just one cell with $ input. If some cell recognizes a $ to its right, it sends a failure signal to the left that prevents all cells passed through from dissolving and accepting. For computations on correctly formatted inputs the construction of M 0 is along the lines of the proof of Theorem 9. Only a little modification is necessary. First, only the $-cell can accept. Second, $-cells never dissolve. With this observation it is straightforward to modify the transition function for the unique $-cell. h
Example 13 It is shown in Okhotin (2011) 
Since the family L rt ðOCAÞ is closed under reversal and left quotient with a fixed new symbol, the language $L R does not belong to L rt ðOCAÞ, either. On the other hand, all real-time deterministic context-free languages belong to L rt ðIAÞ (Kutrib 2009 ). Now Theorem 12 shows that $L R is accepted by some SOCA in real time.
We conclude this section with two closure properties of the family L rt ðSOCAÞ under Boolean operations.
Theorem 14
The family L rt ðSOCAÞ is not closed under union.
Proof By Theorem 9 and Example 11 language fk; agf a 2 n j n ! 1 g is accepted by a real-time SOCA.
Trivially, the regular language f a 2nÀ1 j n ! 1 g is accepted by a real-time SOCA as well. However, their union is the witness language of the proof of Theorem 7 that does not belong to L rt ðSOCAÞ.
h
Theorem 15
The family L rt ðSOCAÞ is not closed under intersection.
Proof With almost textually the same argumentation as in the proof of Theorem 7 it is shown that the language
is not accepted by any real-time SOCA.
On the other hand, f a m j m 6 ¼ 2 n þ 1 for all n ! 1 g is accepted by some real-time iterative array and, thus, by Theorem 10 language IA M fk; agf a m j m is odd and m 6 ¼ 2 n þ 1 for all n ! 1 g is accepted by a real-time SOCA as well as the regular language f a 2nÀ1 j n ! 1 g. But the intersection fk; ag a m j m is odd and m 6 ¼ 2
is equal to L. h
Dissolving versus time
In this section, we investigate to what extent the possibility of an SOCA to dissolve cells can be compensated by providing additional time. We will obtain that this can always be achieved. This result enables us together with a suitable embedding of symbols to translate the time hierarchy known to exist in between real-time and linear-time conventional OCA (Klein and Kutrib 2003) into a hierarchy for SOCA with regard to the number of cells dissolved. We start by defining classes of SOCA where the maximum number of dissolved cells in accepting computations is related to the length of the input processed. Let M be an SOCA and f : N ! N be an increasing function. If all w 2 LðMÞ are accepted with computations where the number of dissolved cells is bounded by f(|w|), then M is said to be dissolving bounded by f. The class of SOCA that are dissolving bounded by f is denoted by f-SOCA.
The next result says that every dissolving bounded SOCA can be simulated by a conventional OCA with additional time steps depending only on the number of dissolved cells. The proof is identical to the proof given for Lemma 6. It is only necessary to observe that every dissolved cell induces an additional time step. An example computation can again be found in Fig. 3 .
Theorem 16 Let M be an f-SOCA working in real time. Then an equivalent conventional OCA M 0 working in time n þ f ðnÞ can effectively be constructed.
Next, we utilize results on a time hierarchy in between real-time and linear-time known for OCA to obtain a hierarchy for SOCA according to the number of dissolved cells. The hierarchy result uses the notion of OCA-constructible functions. A function f : N ! N with f ðnÞ ! n, is OCA-constructible if there exists a length-preserving homomorphism h and a language L 2 L rt ðOCAÞ such that hðLÞ ¼ f a f ðnÞÀn b n j n ! 1 g. More details on OCA-constructibility may be found in Buchholz and Kutrib (1998) . Further, the language L d & f0; 1; ð; Þ; jg þ is used whose words are of the form x ð x 1 j y 1 Þ Á Á Á ð x n j y n Þ y, where x; x i ; y; y i 2 f0; 1g Ã for 1 i n, and ð x j y Þ ¼ ð x i j y i Þ for at least one i 2 f1; . . .; ng. Now, the witness languages for the time hierarchy defined in Klein and Kutrib (2003) , for the homomorphism hðaÞ ¼ a, for a 2 A, and hð$Þ ¼ k. That is, we take the words from L r À1 1 and insert exactly one $ after each of the rightmost r 1 ðjwjÞ symbols.
A real-time r 1 À SOCA M accepting L $;r À1 1 is constructed as follows. During the first transition, every cell with input from A 0 applies the homomorphism that witnesses the time constructibility of r 1 to the content of its second register and checks whether its right neighbor carries a correct input symbol. That is, if the homomorphic image is a b the cell must have a $ neighbor, if it is an a the cell must not have a $ neighbor. In addition, every cell with input $ must have a neighbor whose homomorphic image is b or the border symbol. If the check fails, a failure signal is sent to the left that prevents all cells passed through from dissolving and accepting. During the second transition all cells with $ input dissolve themselves, while the others remain in their states. Finally, the ðn þ r 1 ðnÞ À 2Þ-time OCA M 0 1 accepting L r À1 1 is simulated on the remaining cells. So, the SOCA M accepts an input w if and only if it is of the form A 0Ã ðA 0 $Þ Ã , the input without $ symbols belongs to
, and the number of $, that is the number of b, is m for input length jwj ¼ r
À1
1 ðmÞ. The latter means jwj $ ¼ r 1 ðjwjÞ. We conclude that M is an r 1 À SOCA that accepts L $;r À1 1 . In order to derive the time complexity of M, we recall that r 1 ðnÞ cells are dissolved during the second time step on inputs of length n. Then, the simulation of M 0 1 on inputs of length n À r 1 ðnÞ takes n À r 1 ðnÞ þ r 1 ðn À r 1 ðnÞÞ À 2 n À 2 time steps, since r 1 is increasing. Altogether the r 1 À SOCA M works in n time steps, that is, in real time.
To show a proper inclusion between language classes L rt ðr 2 À SOCAÞ and L rt ðr 1 À SOCAÞ, we first notice that the first language class is included in the latter since r 2 Á logðr 2 Þ 2 oðr 1 Þ holds. Now, we assume by way of contradiction that the language classes L rt ðr 2 À SOCAÞ and L rt ðr 1 À SOCAÞ are identical. Then we obtain that L $;r À1 1 is accepted by some real-time r 2 À SOCA as well. An application of Theorem 16 gives that then L $;r À1 1 also belongs to L nþr 2 ðnÞ ðOCAÞ. So, it remains to be shown that the latter is a contradiction.
The contradiction is derived along the lines of the proof of Lemma 3. Given an ðn þ r 2 ðnÞÞ-time OCA N accepting
is constructed, such that each cell of N 0 receiving an input symbol whose homomorphic image is a b simulates two adjacent cells of N, that is, the cell itself together with its neighboring cell receiving a $. In each such step two original steps are simulated. The rightmost a-cell starts to simulate two steps at time step 1, the next a-cell at time step 2 and so on. In this way, the leftmost cell starts to simulate two steps from time step jwj À r 1 ðjwjÞ on.
Let w be some word in L r À1
1
. So, N may use jwj þ r 1 ðjwjÞ þ r 2 ðjwj þ r 1 ðjwjÞÞ time steps to accept the associated padded word from L $;r À1 1 whose length is jwj þ r 1 ðjwjÞ. In order to simulate this number of time steps, the leftmost cell of N 0 simulates one step of N in every step until time jwj À r 1 ðjwjÞ. The remaining number of steps to be simulated is r 1 ðjwjÞ þ r 1 ðjwjÞ þ r 2 ðjwj þ r 1 ðjwjÞÞ. These are simulated with double speed. So, in order to complete the simulation on input w, the OCA N 0 takes at most Fischer and Kintala (1979) , Kintala (1977) it has been viewed as an additional limited resource at the disposal of time or space bounded computations. Limited nondeterminism for cellular automata has been studied in Buchholz et al. (2002) , Klein and Kutrib (2007) , Kutrib and Löwe (2003) . A survey can be found in Kutrib (2012) .
Here we adapt this natural approach and consider the dissolving of cells as limited resource. Compared with the previous section, the total number of cells that may dissolve is still unbounded, but the number of time steps at which a cell may dissolve is bounded. The possibility to dissolve is allowed only in the first k time steps, where k ! 0 is a constant. For example, the construction in the proof of Lemma 4 shows an SOCA where half of the cells dissolve in the second transition. So, k can be chosen to be two. On the other hand, the construction in the proof of Theorem 9 gives an SOCA where one cell dissolves in any other time step. Therefore, there is no constant k as an upper bound for the time step at which some cell dissolves.
In the following we will establish an infinite, tight, and strict hierarchy of real-time language families with respect to the constant number of initial time steps at which dissolving is possible.
Let M be an SOCA and k ! 0 be a constant integer. If all w 2 LðMÞ are accepted with computations where no cell dissolves after time step k, then M is said to be k-limited dissolving. The class of k-limited dissolving SOCA is denoted by SOCAðkÞ.
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For the proof of the hierarchy we will utilize the following result from Nakamura (1999) that is based on pumping arguments for cyclic strings.
Lemma 19 (Nakamura 1999) Let L be a real-time OCA language. Then there exists a constant p ! 1 such that any pair of a word w and an integer k that meets the condition w k 2 L and k [ p jwj implies that there is some 1 q p jwj such that w kþjq 2 L, for all j ! 0:
Next, we define the witness languages for the strictness of the hierarchy. The underlying alphabet is A ¼ fa; b; $g. Moreover, for k ! 1 let T k be a finite-state transducer that behaves as follows. Every input symbol $ is emitted. For every a (b) it is checked whether the kth symbol to the right of it is different from a (b). In this case, the input symbol is emitted as well. Otherwise the input symbol is erased by emitting the empty word. We denote the word emitted on input w 2 A Ã by T k ðwÞ.
Now, for every k ! 2, the witness languages L k fa; b; $g Ã are defined to be
and n jT k ðwÞj ¼ 2 n for some n ! 0; and jwj ¼ 2 n þ m; for some
Lemma 20 Let k ! 2 be a constant. Then language L k is not accepted by any real-time ðk À 1Þ-limited dissolving SOCA:
Proof In general, whether a cell dissolves in a ðk À 1Þ-limited dissolving SOCA depends on its initial state and the initial states of its k À 1 neighbors to the right (or on the boundary symbol if there are not enough such neighbors). Assume that L k is accepted by some ðk À 1Þ-limited dissolving SOCA M. Consider an input word w of the form ð$a kÀ1 Þ þ v 2 , where v 2 2 $fa; bg kÀ1 such that jwj ¼ 2 n þ n, for some n large enough. If none of the leftmost k cells dissolves during the first k À 1 time steps, all but possibly a finite number of cells at the right will not dissolve as well. Therefore, the computation can be simulated by a real-time OCA. Now the (straightforwardly generalized) Lemma 19 yields a contradiction, since there is always an accepted word whose length is strictly in between 2 n þ n and 2 nþ1 þ n þ 1 (cf. also Kutrib 2009 ). So, we conclude that at least one of the leftmost k cells dissolve during the first k À 1 time steps. Say it is the ith cell from the left.
We will show that as a consequence the SOCA also has to accept a word that does not belong to L k . To obtain this word, first an input w of length 2 n þ n, for n large enough, is constructed as follows. Let ' ¼ n À ðk À iÞ, j 1 ¼ ' DIVðk À 1Þ, and j 2 ¼ ' MODðk À 1Þ.
If i ! 2, we define u ¼ a iÀ2 ba kÀi $, and if i ¼ 1, we define u ¼ a kÀ1 $. Now, the prefix of w is set to
The rest of w is specified in a moment. What does it mean? Compared with the words from above, basically we have chopped off the leftmost i symbols (recall that cell i dissolves itself), and set the matching mate of (the former) cell i to b, so that the ith symbol would not be erased by the transducer. If i ¼ 1 the input symbol is $ which is never erased. Moreover, the second block is repeated j 1 þ 1 times.
Let pref x ðuÞ denote the prefix of length x of u, and similarly suff x ðuÞ is the suffix of length x of u. By pref x ðuÞ the homomorphic image hðaÞ ¼ b, hðbÞ ¼ a, and hð$Þ ¼ $ of pref x ðuÞ is denoted. In the same way we write suff x ðuÞ for the homomorphic image of suff x ðuÞ. Now, the prefix of w is extended to
So, the total number of symbols in the extended prefix is until the total length of 2 n þ n is reached. Possibly the last chunk concatenated is incomplete to meet the precise length.
What does it mean? The completion of w is so that no further symbols would be erased by the transducer. We conclude jwj ¼ 2 n þ n and jT k ðwÞj ¼ 2 n , that is, w belongs to L k and, by assumption, is accepted by M. However, on input aw the leftmost cell (formerly cell i) is still dissolved during the first k À 1 time steps. This implies that aw is accepted as well. But since jT k ðawÞj ¼ 2 n þ 1, it does not belong to L k . The contradiction concludes the proof. h For the hierarchy it remains to be shown that L k is, in fact, accepted by some real-time k-limited dissolving SOCA. To this end, we will exploit the following construction from Kutrib (2008) that shows how the language f a 2 n j n ! 1 g is accepted by an OCA in time n þ logðnÞ.
Example 21 (Kutrib 2008) The unary language f a 2 n j n ! 1 g is accepted by an OCA in time n þ logðnÞ.
The basic idea of the construction (see Fig. 7 ) is to generate a binary counter in the rightmost cell with one step delay. The counter moves to the left whereby the cells passed through are counted. The length of the counter is increased when necessary. In addition, cells which are passed through by the counter have to check whether all bits are 1. In this case, the value of the counter is 2 n À 1, for some n ! 1. Due to the delayed generation this indicates a correct input length and the cell enters the final state. Clearly, the desired time complexity is obeyed.
Lemma 22 Let k ! 2 be a constant. Then language L k is accepted by a real-time k-limited dissolving SOCA:
Proof A real-time k-limited dissolving SOCA M is constructed in several stages as follows.
During the first k À 1 time steps all cells keep their initial states and shift the states of their neighbors successively to the left. In this way, each but the rightmost $-cell can check whether its distance to its next neighbor with input symbol $ is exactly k. The rightmost $-cell can check whether its distance to the boundary symbol is at most k. Similarly, each a-and b-cell can test whether its distance to its next neighbor with input symbol $ (or the boundary symbol) is at most k À 1. Whenever one of these tests fails, a failure signal is sent to the left that prevents all cells passed through from accepting and dissolving. If all tests pass, the input format is correct. Moreover, each aand b-cell can test whether its matching mate received the same input symbol. Only in this case, an a-or b-cell dissolves in the kth step. So, on correctly formatted input w the SOCA M computes T k ðwÞ in the kth time step.
From now on, M behaves necessarily as an OCA. Beginning with the next time step it starts to simulate the straightforward modification of the acceptor in Example 21. It is used to accept the language f fa; b; $g 2 n j n ! 1 g. So far, M accepts if and only if the input is correctly formatted and jT k ðwÞj is a power of two. But M still violates the time complexity real time for two reasons. First, it uses k additional initial steps for the tests. Second, though jT k ðwÞj ¼ 2 n it is not ensured that jwj ¼ 2 n þ m, for some m ! n À ðk À 1Þ ! 0. If too few cells are dissolved, then logð2 n Þ exceeds m and therefore the total computation time after the tests is 2 n þ n [ 2 n þ m ¼ jwj. To cope with the second problem, the initial test stage is extended. After the first k steps, each $-cell and the boundary cell send signals to the left that count the non-dissolved cells up to the next $-cell. The latter can now calculate the difference between the cells that were initially in that area and the received number to determine the number of cells dissolved in that area. The difference is remembered as part of the state. The extended initial stage takes 2k time steps.
Since $-cells never dissolve, except for the possible prefix v 1 of an input, the total number of dissolved cells is determined as the sum of the numbers stored in the $-cells. These numbers are exploited as follows. During the simulation of the acceptor of Example 21 a second 'counter' is moved synchronously with the first one across the input. The second counter is never increased, it just stores the value 0. Nevertheless, its length is increased. When it moves across a $-cell, as many digits as the stored number says are added successively at the end. Now, the leftmost cell accepts only if the simulation accepts and the length n of the first counter exceeds the length of the second counter by at most k À 1.
So, the length of the second counter plus k À 1 is at least n or, equivalently, the length of the second counter is at least n À ðk À 1Þ. Since the number of at most k À 1 cells dissolved in the prefix v 1 is not included in the second counter, the total number of dissolved cells is at most the length of the second counter plus k À 1. Since, on the other hand, the total number of dissolved cells is at least the length of the second counter, we conclude that the number of dissolved cells is at least n À ðk À 1Þ. This implies that the total length of the accepted input is 2 n non-dissolved e + e e + e + e # + 1 1 1 e e + e e + e + e # + 1 1 e e+ e e + e + e # + 1 e e + e e + e + e # + e e + e e + e + e # n Fig. 7 Space-time diagram of an OCA accepting an input from the language f a 2 n j n ! 1 g in n þ logðnÞ time. Arrows mark the moving counter, whose digits are 0, 1, or 0
. The latter is a 0 reporting a carry-over.
A 0 þ indicates that, so far, the cell has been passed through by 1s only Shrinking one-way cellular automata 395 cells plus at least n À ðk À 1Þ dissolved cells, that is, jwj ! 2 n þ n À ðk À 1Þ. For the time complexity we derive at most 2 n steps plus the length of the second counter plus k À 1. This is at most jwj þ k À 1. Finally, we have to add the 2k time steps for the initial test stage. Utilizing once more the speed-up techniques obtained in , Ibarra and Palis (1985) , the simulation of the OCA can be sped-up by the constant 3k À 1. Therefore, M obeys the time bound |w|, that is, it works in real time.
It is not hard to see that real-time 1-limited dissolving SOCA are more powerful than real-time 0-limited dissolving SOCA, that is, real-time OCA. Together with Lemmas 20 and 22 this observation shows the infinite, tight, and strict hierarchy of the next theorem.
Theorem 23 Let k ! 1 be a constant. Then the family L rt ðSOCAðk À 1ÞÞ is properly included in the family L rt ðSOCAðkÞÞ.
